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Boy on a Wire by Jon Doust
Fremantle Press
A sensitive, quick-witted boy from a small town, Jack Muir adores his mother, yearns for affection
from his father, and lives in the shadow of his accomplished brother. Sent to a boarding school at a
young age, Jack must quickly decide what sort of person he will be-the type that succumbs to the
pressure of bullies and the school system or the type that fights back, using clever banter and
intellect to get by.

100 Remarkable Feats of Xander Maze by Clayton Zane Comber
HarperCollins
Xander Maze loves lists, and his grandmother is #1 in his list of People I Love Most in the World.
But now that Nanna has stage 4 cancer, can a new list of 100 Remarkable Feats really save her
life?

The True Colour of a Little White Lie by Gabriel Bergmoser
HarperCollins
After a catastrophic attempt to ask out his crush, fourteen-year-old Nelson is desperate for any
chance to escape the daily humiliations of his small-town high school. And with his parents taking
over a nearby ski lodge, that chance seems to have arrived.

Forever Ends on Friday by Justin A. Reynolds
Pan Macmillan UK 
Jamal’s best friend, Q, doesn’t know he’s about to die... again. He also doesn’t know that Jamal
tried to save his life, rescuing him from drowning only to watch Q die later in the hospital. Even
more complicated, Jamal and Q haven’t been best friends in two years—not since Jamal’s parents
died in a car accident, leaving him and his sister to carry on without them.

Wink by Rob Harrell
HarperCollins
Twelve-year-old Ross Maloy just wants to be normal. Not to have a rare eye cancer, not to lose his
hair, not to have to wear a weird hat or have a goopy eye full of ointment. Just normal. But with a
sudden and horrifying diagnosis, Ross can't help standing out.

On the Come Up by Angie Thomas
Walker Books
Sixteen-year-old Bri wants to be one of the greatest rappers of all time. Or at least make it out of
her neighborhood one day. As the daughter of an underground rap legend who died before he hit
big, Bri’s got big shoes to fill.

Can't Say it Went to Plan by Gabrielle Tozer (Audiobook)
Bolinda Publishing Pty Ltd
For the next seven days, the only homework is partying with friends, making new ones and living in
the moment. There are no parents or curfews — and no rules. Zoe, Samira and Dahlia are
strangers, but they have something in common: their plans for a dream holiday after their final year
of school are flipped upside-down before they even arrive at the beach.

The Art of Being Normal by Lisa Williamson (Audiobook)
Bolinda Publishing Pty Ltd
Two boys. Two secrets. David Piper has always been an outsider. His parents think he’s gay. The
school bully thinks he’s a freak. Only his two best friends know the real truth — David wants to be a
girl. On the first day at his new school Leo Denton has one goal — to be invisible. Attracting the
attention of the most beautiful girl in year eleven is definitely not part of that plan.

The End of the World Is Bigger than Love by Davina Bell (Audiobook)
Bolinda Publishing Pty Ltd
Identical twin sisters Summer and Winter live alone on a remote island, sheltered from a destroyed
world. They survive on rations stockpiled by their father and spend their days deep in their mother’s
collection of classic literature — until a mysterious stranger upends their carefully constructed
reality.

It's a Whole Spiel by Katherine Locke & Laura Silverman
Random House Children's Books
A Jewish boy falls in love with a fellow counselor at summer camp. A group of Jewish friends take
the trip of a lifetime. A girl meets her new boyfriend's family over Shabbat dinner. Two best friends
put their friendship to the test over the course of a Friday night.

Source: Goodreads
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Romance
The Truth Is by NoNieqa Ramos
Lerner Publishing Group
Fifteen-year-old Verdad doesn't think she has time for love. She's still struggling to process the
recent death of her best friend, Blanca; dealing with the high expectations of her hardworking
Puerto Rican mother and the absence of her remarried father; and keeping everyone at a distance.
But when she meets Danny, a new guy at school — who happens to be trans — all bets are off.

When the Stars Lead to You by Ronni Davis (Audiobook)
Hachette Audio
Eighteen-year-old Devon longs for two things. The stars. And the boy she fell in love with last
summer. When Ashton breaks Devon’s heart at the end of the most romantic and magical summer
ever, she thinks her heart will never heal again. 

The Last True Poets of the Sea by Julia Drake
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
The Larkin family isn't just lucky — they persevere. At least that's what Violet and her younger
brother, Sam, were always told. When the Lyric sank off the coast of Maine, their great-great-great-
grandmother didn't drown like the rest of the passengers. No, Fidelia swam to shore, fell in love,
and founded Lyric, Maine, the town Violet and Sam returned to every summer.

Loveboat, Taipei by Abigail Hing Wen
Simon & Schuster UK
When eighteen-year-old Ever Wong’s parents send her from Ohio to Taiwan to study Mandarin for
the summer, she finds herself thrust among the very over-achieving kids her parents have always
wanted her to be, including Rick Woo, the Yale-bound prodigy profiled in the Chinese newspapers
since they were nine — and her parents’ yardstick for her never-measuring-up life.

Our Year in Love and Parties by Karen Hattrup (Audiobook)
HarperTeen
Four nights of the highest highs and the lowest lows. Three seconds to get lost in a good party.
Two friends with the potential to be something more.

Pumpkinheads by Rainbow Rowell
Pan Macmillan UK 
Deja and Josiah are seasonal best friends. Every autumn, all through high school, they’ve worked
together at the best pumpkin patch in the whole wide world. (Not many people know that the best
pumpkin patch in the whole wide world is in Omaha, Nebraska, but it definitely is). They say
goodbye every Halloween, and they’re reunited every September 1. But this Halloween is different
— Josiah and Deja are finally seniors, and this is their last season at the pumpkin patch.

Tweet Cute by Emma Lord
St. Martin's Publishing Group
All’s fair in love and cheese ― that is, until Pepper and Jack’s spat turns into a viral Twitter war.
Little do they know, while they’re publicly duking it out with snarky memes and retweet battles,
they’re also falling for each other in real life ― on an anonymous chat app Jack built.

A Pho Love Story by Loan Le
Simon & Schuster UK
For years, the Mais and the Nguyens have been at odds, having owned competing, neighboring
pho restaurants. Bao and Linh, who’ve avoided each other for most of their lives, both suspect that
the feud stems from feelings much deeper than friendly competition.

Promise Me Happy by Robert Newton
Penguin Random House Australia
Nate’s had it tough. An abusive father. His mother dead. He’s done things he regrets. But he’s
never met anyone like Gem. She’s a tiny piece of wonderful and she’ll change everything he knows
about himself. Is this the beginning of happiness?

Breathless by Jennifer Niven
Penguin Random House Children's UK
With graduation on the horizon, budding writer Claudine Henry is making plans: college in the fall,
become a famous author, and then her dad drops a bombshell: he's leaving Claude's mother.
Suddenly, Claude's entire world feels like a lie, and her future anything but under control.

Source: Goodreads
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LGBTQIA+
Release by Patrick Ness
Walker Books
It’s Saturday, it’s summer and, although he doesn’t know it yet, everything in Adam Thorn’s life is
going to fall apart. Relationships will change, he’ll change, but maybe, just maybe, he’ll find
freedom in the release.

Meet  Cute Diary by Emery Lee
Quill Tree Books
Noah Ramirez thinks he’s an expert on romance. He has to be for his popular blog, the Meet Cute
Diary, a collection of trans happily ever afters. There’s just one problem — all the stories are fake.
What started as the fantasies of a trans boy afraid to step out of the closet has grown into a beacon
of hope for trans readers across the globe.

Pumpkin by Julie Murphy
Blazer + Bray
Waylon Russell Brewer is a fat, openly gay boy stuck in the small West Texas town of Clover City.
His plan is to bide his time until he can graduate, move to Austin with his twin sister, Clementine,
and finally go Full Waylon, so that he can live his Julie-the-hills-are-alive-with-the-sound-of-music-
Andrews truth.

Wayward Son by Rainbow Rowell
Pan Macmillan UK
The story is supposed to be over. Simon Snow did everything he was supposed to do. He beat the
villain. He won the war. He even fell in love. Now comes the good part, right? Now comes the
happily ever after…

The Outrage by William Hussey (Audiobook)
Bolinda Publishing Pty Ltd 
Gabriel is a natural born rule-breaker. And his biggest crime of all? Being gay. Gabriel knows his
sexuality must be kept secret from all but his closest friends, not only to protect himself, but to
protect his boyfriend. Because Eric isn't just the boy who has stolen Gabriel's heart.

The Boy From The Mish by Gary Lonesborough (Audiobook)
Bolinda Publishing Pty Ltd 
It's a hot summer, and life's going all right for Jackson and his family on the Mish. It's almost
Christmas, school's out, and he's hanging with his mates, teasing the visiting tourists, avoiding the
racist boys in town. Just like every year, Jackson's Aunty and annoying little cousins visit from the
city - but this time a mysterious boy with a troubled past comes with them…

Game Changer by Neal Shusterman
Walker Books
All it takes is one hit on the football field, and suddenly Ash’s life doesn’t look quite the way he
remembers it. Impossible though it seems, he’s been hit into another dimension — and keeps on
bouncing through worlds that are almost-but-not-really his own. The changes start small, but they
quickly spiral out of control as Ash slides into universes where he has everything he’s ever wanted,
universes where society is stuck in the past…

Love, Creekwood by Becky Albertalli
Penguin Random House Children's UK
It’s been more than a year since Simon and Blue turned their anonymous online flirtation into an
IRL relationship, and just a few months since Abby and Leah’s unforgettable night at senior prom.
Now the Creekwood High crew are first years at different colleges, navigating friendship and
romance the way their story began — on email.

Kindred: 12 Queer #LoveOzYA Stories by Michael Earp
Walker Books
What does it mean to be queer? What does it mean to be human? In this powerful #OwnVoices
collection, twelve of Australia’s finest queer writers explore the stories of family, friends, lovers and
strangers – the connections that form us.

Chain of Gold by Cassandra Clare
Walker Books
Cordelia’s new life is blown apart when a shocking series of demon attacks devastate London.
These monsters are nothing like those Shadowhunters have fought before—these demons walk in
daylight, strike down the unwary with incurable poison, and seem impossible to kill. London is
immediately quarantined.

Source: Goodreads
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Children of the Knight by Michael Bowler
Indie Author Project Select
When 14-year-old Lance is saved from death, his life is forever changed. His saviour claims to be
King Arthur, the once and future ruler of ancient Britain, he wears armour, rides a gorgeous white
horse, and lives in the storm drains underneath the city!

Fantasy

 
The Way Home by Julian Barr
Odyssey Books
The war of the gods has left Aeneas’s country in flames. Though he is little more than a youth,
Aeneas must gather the survivors and lead them to a new homeland across the roaring waves.
Confronted by twisted prophecies, Aeneas faces the wrath of the immortals to find his own path.

 

Ballad of the Beanstalk by Amy McNulty
Indie Author Project Select

When Mack, a lord’s dashing young son, rides into town so his father and Elena’s can arrange a
marriage between the two youth, Clarion finds herself falling in love with a boy for the first time.
Drawn to Clarion’s music, Mack puts Clarion and Elena’s relationship to the test, but he soon
vanishes by climbing up a giant beanstalk that only Clarion has seen.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forgotten by Kristin Cast & P. C. Cast
Blackstone Publishing

What happens when worlds clash and powers that should be left alone are awakened? Can Other
Kevin and his world heal from the wounds Neferet continues to inflict? Can Old Magick ever truly
be harnessed and used for good? Or will Darkness extinguish Light and leave our heroes broken,
hopeless, and as forgotten as Kalona of the Silver Wings?

Flight of the Griffin by Anh Do & Chris Wahl
Allen & Unwin

The king of beasts and the lord of birds, together once more, will know a third companion, as the
days grow dim. The Unicorn, the Minotaur and the Griffin are united at last. Surely together they
will be unstoppable! But the Collector is not going to give up without an epic fight, and not all the
beasts of legend are on the side of good…

Undertow by Michael Buckley
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Sixteen-year-old Lyric Walker’s life is forever changed when she witnesses the arrival of 30,000
Alpha, a five-nation race of ocean-dwelling warriors, on her beach in Coney Island. The world’s
initial wonder and awe over the Alpha quickly turns ugly and paranoid and violent, and Lyric’s small
town transforms into a military zone with humans on one side and Alpha on the other.

Children of Virtue and Vengeance by Tomi Adeyemi
Pan Macmillan UK

After battling the impossible, Zélie and Amari have finally succeeded in bringing magic back to the
land of Orïsha. But the ritual was more powerful than they could’ve imagined, reigniting the powers
of not only the maji, but of nobles with magic ancestry, too.

The Betrayals by Bridget Collins
The Borough Press

At Montverre, an exclusive academy tucked away in the mountains, the best and brightest are
trained for excellence in the grand jeu: an arcane and mysterious contest. Léo Martin was once a
student there, but lost his passion for the grand jeu following a violent tragedy. Now he returns in
disgrace, exiled to his old place of learning with his political career in tatters.

Maeve Chambers doesn't have much going for her. Not only does she feel like the sole idiot in a
family of geniuses, she managed to drive away her best friend Lily a year ago. But when she finds
a pack of dusty old tarot cards at school, and begins to give scarily accurate readings to the girls in
her class, she realises she's found her gift at last.

All Our Hidden Gifts by Caroline O'Donoghue
Walker Books

Cordelia Carstairs seems to have everything she ever wanted. She’s engaged to marry James
Herondale, the boy she has loved since childhood. She has a new life in London with her best
friend Lucie Herondale and James’s charming companions, the Merry Thieves. She is about to be
reunited with her beloved father. And she bears the sword Cortana, a legendary hero’s blade.

Chain of Iron by Cassandra Clare
Walker Books

Source: Goodreads
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Science Fiction
Waking Romeo by Kathryn Barker
Allen & Unwin
It's the end of the world. Literally. Time travel is possible, but only forwards. And only a handful of
families choose to remain in the 'now', living off the scraps that were left behind. Among these are
eighteen-year-old Juliet and the love of her life, Romeo. But things are far from rosy for Jules.

The Electric Kingdom by David Arnold
The Text Publishing Company
When a deadly Fly Flu sweeps the globe, it leaves a shell of the world that once was. Among the
survivors are eighteen-year-old Nico and her dog, on a voyage devised by Nico's father to find a
mythical portal; a young artist named Kit, raised in an old abandoned cinema; and the enigmatic
Deliverer, who lives Life after Life in an attempt to put the world back together.

The Key to Fear by Kristin Cast
Head of Zeus
For fifty years, the Key Corporation has defended humanity against a deadly virus that spreads
through touch. Elodie, a talented young nurse, believes in the mission of the Key and has never
questioned the laws that control her life. But Elodie is forced to break the rules when she sets out in
search of a terminal patient who goes missing while under her care.

Hawk by James Patterson
Random House
Where is Maximum Ride? Ten years ago a girl with wings fought to save the world. But then she
disappeared. Now she's just a fading legend, remembered only in stories. Hawk doesn't know her
real name. She doesn't know who her family was, or where they went. The only thing she
remembers is that she was told to wait on a specific street corner, at a specific time, until her
parents came back for her.

Aurora Burning by Jay Kristoff & Amie Kaufman
Allen & Unwin
First, the bad news: an ancient evil — you know, your standard consume-all-life-in-the-galaxy deal
— is about to be unleashed. The good news? Squad 312 is standing by to save the day. They’ve
just got to take care of a few small distractions first.

The Vanishing Deep by Astrid Scholte
Allen & Unwin
Seventeen-year-old Tempe was born into a world of water. When the Great Waves destroyed her
planet, its people had to learn to survive living on the water, but the ruins of the cities below still
called. Tempe dives daily, scavenging the ruins of a bygone era, searching for anything of value to
trade for Notes. 

The End and Other Beginnings by Astrid Scholte
HarperCollins Publishers
No world is like the other. Within this collection, each setting is more strange and wonderful than
the last, brimming with new technologies and beings. And yet, for all the advances in these
futuristic lands, the people still must confront deeply human problems.

The Kingdom by Jess Rothenberg
Pan Macmillan UK
Ana is one of seven Fantasists, beautiful "princesses" engineered to make dreams come true.
When she meets park employee Owen, Ana begins to experience emotions beyond her
programming including, for the first time... love.

Unearthed by Amie Kaufman & Meagan Spooner (Audiobook)
Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
When Earth intercepts a message from a long-extinct alien race, it seems like the solution the
planet has been waiting for. The Undying's advanced technology has the potential to undo
environmental damage and turn lives around, and Gaia, their former home planet, is a treasure
trove waiting to be uncovered.

Strange New World by Rachel Vincent
Random House Children's Books
Dahlia 16's life is a lie. The city of Lakeview isn't a utopia that raises individuals for the greater
good; it is a clone farm that mass-produces servants for the elite. And because Dahlia breaks the
rules, her sisters — the 4,999 girls who share her face — are destroyed. She and Trigger 17, the
soldier who risked his life for hers, go on the run, escaping into the wild outside the city walls.

Source: Goodreads
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Post-Apocalyptic
Carousel by Brendan Ritchie
Fremantle Press
Nox is an arts graduate wondering what to do with his life. Taylor and Lizzy are famous indie
musicians, and Rocky works the checkouts at Target. When they find themselves trapped in a giant
shopping centre, they eat fast food, watch bad TV and wait for the mess to be sorted. But when
days turn to weeks, a sense of menace grows.

The Girl Who Owned a City by O. T. Nelson & Joëlle Jones (Graphic novel)
Lerner Publishing Group
A deadly virus killed every adult on Earth, leaving only us kids behind. My parents are gone, so I'm
responsible for my little brother Todd. I have to make sure we stay alive. Many kids are sick or
starving, and fierce gangs are stealing and destroying everything they find. Lots of people have
given up, but here on Grand Avenue, some of us are surviving, because of me.

The 5th Wave by Rick Yancey
Penguin Random House Children's UK
Now, it's the dawn of the 5th wave, and on a lonely stretch of highway, Cassie runs from Them.
The beings who only look human, who roam the countryside killing anyone they see. Who have
scattered Earth's last survivors. To stay alone is to stay alive, Cassie believes, until she meets
Evan Walker. 

Arena Two by Morgan Rice
Morgan Rice
In Arena Two, having just escaped from the treacherous island that was once Manhattan, Brooke,
Ben, Logan, Bree and Rose make their way up the Hudson river in their stolen boat, low on fuel,
low on food, and desperately needing shelter from the cold. On their tails are the slaverunners, who
will stop at nothing until they capture them and bring them back.

The Death Cure by James Dashner
Scholasti
Wicked has taken everything from Thomas: his life, his memories, and now his only friends — the
Gladers. But it’s finally over. The trials are complete, after one final test.

The Tomorrow Code by Brian Falkner
Walker Books
Tane and Rebecca aren’t sure what to make of it — a sequence of 1s and 0s, the message looks
like nothing more than a random collection of alternating digits. Working to decode it, however,
Tane and Rebecca discover that the message contains lottery numbers... lottery numbers that win
the next random draw! Suddenly Tane and Rebecca are rich, but who sent the numbers?

Insurgent by Veronica Roth
HarperCollins Publishers
One choice can transform you — or it can destroy you. But every choice has consequences, and
as unrest surges in the factions all around her, Tris Prior must continue trying to save those she
loves — and herself — while grappling with haunting questions of grief and forgiveness, identity
and loyalty, politics and love.

The Other Side of the Sky by Amie Kaufman & Meagan Spooner
Allen & Unwin
North’s and Nimh’s lives are entwined — though their hearts can never be. Linked by a terrifying
prophecy and caught between duty and fate, they must choose between saving their people or
succumbing to the bond that is forbidden between them.

The Other Life by Susanne Winnacker
Usborne Publishing Ltd
Sherry has lived with her family in a sealed bunker since things went wrong up above. But when
they run out of food, Sherry and her dad must venture outside. There they find a world of
devastation, desolation... and the Weepers: savage, mutant killers.

The Fates Divide by Veronica Roth
HarperCollins Publishers
The lives of Cyra Noavek and Akos Kereseth are ruled by their fates, spoken by the oracles at their
births. The fates, once determined, are inescapable. Akos is in love with Cyra, in spite of his fate:
He will die in service to Cyra’s family. 

Source: Goodreads
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Horror
Watch Over Me by Nina LaCour
The Text Publishing Company
Mila is used to being alone. Maybe that’s why she said yes to the opportunity: living in this remote
place, among the flowers and the fog and the crash of waves far below. But she hadn’t known
about the ghosts.

The Late Bus by Rick Jasper (Audiobook)
Lerner Publishing Group
Lamar takes the late bus home from school after practice each day. After the bus's beloved driver
passes away, Lamar begins to see strange things — demonic figures, preparing to attack the bus.
Soon he learns the demons are after Mr. Rumble, the freaky new bus driver. Can Lamar rescue his
fellow passengers, or will Rumble's past come back to destroy them all?

The Prank by Ashley Rae Harris
Lerner Publishing Group
Pranks make Jordan nervous. But when a group of popular kids invites her along on a series of
practical jokes, she doesn't turn them down. As the pranks begin to go horribly wrong, Jordan and
her crush, Charlie, work to discover the cause of the accidents.

Rules for Vanishing by Kate Alice Marshall
Walker Books
With her sister gone, Sara doesn't know whether her former friends no longer like her... or are
scared of her, and the days of eating alone at lunch have started to blend together. When a
mysterious text message invites Sara and her estranged friends to "play the game" and find local
ghost legend Lucy Gallows, Sara is sure this is the only way to find Becca — before she's lost
forever.

The Bone Houses by Emily Lloyd-Jones (Audiobook)
Hachette Audio
The risen corpses are known as "bone houses," and legend says that they're the result of a
decades-old curse. When Ellis, an apprentice mapmaker with a mysterious past, arrives in town,
the bone houses attack with new ferocity. What is it that draws them near? And more importantly,
how can they be stopped for good?

Library of Souls by Ransom Riggs
Quirk Books
As the story opens, sixteen-year-old Jacob discovers a powerful new ability, and soon he’s diving
through history to rescue his peculiar companions from a heavily guarded fortress. Accompanying
Jacob on his journey are Emma Bloom, a girl with fire at her fingertips, and Addison MacHenry, a
dog with a nose for sniffing out lost children.

Scared to Death--Ten Sinister Stories by the Master of the Macabre
by Anthony Horowitz
Walker Books
From a train journey straight to hell, out of control robots with a murderous streak and even a
television show where death is the penalty — these terrifying tales display the dazzling wit and
wicked humour of master storyteller Anthony Horowitz, and are guaranteed to make your blood
curdle and your spine tingle.

Shiver the Whole Night Through by Darragh McManus
Hot Key Books
After months of bullying and romantic heartbreak, seventeen-year-old Aidan Flood feels just about
ready to end it all. But when he wakes up one morning to find that local beauty and town
sweetheart Sláine McAuley actually has, he discovers a new sense of purpose, and becomes
determined to find out what happened to her.

Doll  Bones by Holly Black (Audiobook)
Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group
Poppy swears that she is now being haunted by a china doll — who claims that it is made from the
ground-up bones of a murdered girl. They must return the doll to where the girl lived, and bury it.
Otherwise the three children will be cursed for eternity…

None  Shall Sleep by Ellie Marney
Little, Brown Books for Young Readers
In 1982, two teenagers—serial killer survivor Emma Lewis and US Marshal candidate Travis Bell —
are recruited by the FBI to interview convicted juvenile killers and provide insight and advice on
cold cases. From the start, Emma and Travis develop a quick friendship, gaining information from
juvenile murderers that even the FBI can't crack. But when the team is called in to give advice on
an active case — a serial killer who exclusively hunts teenagers — things begin to unravel.

Source: Goodreads
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Thriller
We All Fall Down by Natalie D. Richards (Audiobook)
Hachette Audio
Theo's always been impulsive. But telling Paige how he feels? He's obsessed over that decision.
And it's time. Tonight. At the party on the riverbank, under the old walking bridge, site of so many
tales of love and death.

Harrow Lake by Kat Ellis
Penguin Random House Children's UK
Lola Nox is the daughter of a celebrated horror filmmaker — she thinks nothing can scare her. But
when her father is brutally attacked in their New York apartment, she's quickly packed off to live
with a grandmother she's never met in Harrow Lake, the eerie town where her father's most iconic
horror movie was shot. The locals are weirdly obsessed with the film that put their town on the
map--and there are strange disappearances, which the police seem determined to explain away.

Girl on the Run by Abigail Johnson
Random House Children's Books
Katelyn wants the best for her widowed mom. Surprising her with an online dating profile seems
like a good idea. It isn't. Katelyn's mom hasn't just been acting overprotective all these years--she's
been hiding something. And now that anyone can find them online, Katelyn is in a desperate race
against time to uncover the secrets of the past--not only her mom's, but also her own.

What She Found in the Woods by Josephine Angelini
Pan Macmillan UK
This is Magda's last chance. Recovering from a scandal at her elite New York City private school
that threw life into a tailspin, she is shipped off to live with her grandparents in the Pacific Northwest
for the summer. Medicated and uninspired, Magda spends her days in a fog wandering the forest
behind the house. But then she stumbles upon Bo. 

Rogue by A. J. Betts
Pan Macmillan UK
There was no going back; there was no choice, anymore. I'd chosen out and this was it: hot-cold,
dry-wet, bright-dark and lonely. Hayley has gone rogue. She's left everything she's ever known -
her friends, her bees, her whole world - all because her curiosity was too big to fit within the walls of
the underwater home she was forced to flee.

One of us is Next by Karen McManus
Penguin Books Ltd
A ton of copycat gossip apps have popped up since Simon died, but in the year since the Bayview
four were cleared of his shocking death, no one's been able to fill the gossip void quite like he
could. The problem is no one has the facts. Until now. This time it's not an app, though — it's a
game. Truth or Dare.

The Fall of Crazy House by James Patterson
Random House
Twin sisters Becca and Cassie barely got out of the Crazy House alive. Now they're trained, skilled
fighters who fear nothing--not even the all-powerful United regime. Together, the sisters hold the
key to defeating the despotic government and freeing the people of the former United States. But to
win this war, will the girls have to become the very thing they hate?

Two Can Keep a Secret by Karen McManus
Penguin Books Ltd
Echo Ridge is small-town America. Ellery's never been there, but she's heard all about it. Her aunt
went missing there at age seventeen. And only five years ago, a homecoming queen put the town
on the map when she was killed. Now Ellery has to move there to live with a grandmother she
barely knows.

What Beauty There Is by Cory Anderson
Penguin Books Ltd
Ava Bardem lives in isolation, a life of silence. For seventeen years her father has controlled her
fate. He has taught her to love no one. Trust no one. Now Victor Bardem is stalking the same
money as Jack. When he picks up Jack's trail, Ava must make her own wrenching choice: remain
silent or help the brothers survive.

She's Too Pretty to Burn by Wendy Heard
Henry Holt and Co.
For Veronica and Mick the days are long and hot ― full of adventure ― and soon they are falling in
love. Falling so hard, they never imagine what comes next. One fire. Two murders. Three drowning
bodies. One suspect... one stalker. This is a summer they won’t survive.

Source: Goodreads
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Sports
Head of the River by Pip Har
University of Queensland Press
Tall, gifted and the offspring of Olympians, superstar siblings Leni and Cristian Popescu are set to
row Harley Grammar to victory in the Head of the River. With six months until the big race, the
twins can't lose. Or can they?

Football and its Greatest Players by Michael Anderson (ed.)
Britannica Educational Publishing
Gridiron football is a complex game that demands both tactical ability and physical skill. This
enthralling volume outlines the history and rules of American football, chronicles the rise of some of
its greatest players, and illustrates how the game has become such a beloved cultural
phenomenon.

Outcasts United: The Story of a Refugee Soccer Team That Changed a
Town by Warren St. John
Random House Children's Books
This young people's edition is a complex and inspirational story about the Fugees, a youth soccer
team made up of diverse refugees from around the world, and their formidable female coach, Luma
Mufleh. Clarkston, Georgia, was a typical southern town until it became a refugee resettlement
center.

The Britannica Guide to Soccer by Adam Augustyn (ed.)
Britannica Educational Publishing
Although it assumes different monikers in various parts of the world and has appeared in various
incarnations over time, the game of soccer has retained a great deal of its original character. While
it is ostensibly simple in terms of equipment and rules, soccer has inspired skill, strategy, and pure
athleticism that have allowed the professional sport to evolve.

Baseball and Its Greatest Players by Michael Anderson (ed.)
Britannica Educational Publishing
Perhaps the most iconic representation of Americana, baseball captured the hearts of the American
public when it first gained traction around the country in the mid-19th century. The sport continues
to enthrall audiences both in the United States and around the world through informal games,
regional associations, and at the professional level.

Kicking Goals with Goodesy and Magic by Anita Heiss
Schwartz Books Pty. Ltd.
AFL legends Adam Goodes and Michael O’Loughlin are blood brothers and great mates. They are
also two of the best footballers ever to play for the Sydney Swans. Between them, they played over
650 games and kicked over 900 goals. But what were Goodesy and Magic like when they were
kids?

Game Changer: John McLendon and the Secret Game 
by John Coy & Randy DuBurke
Lerner Publishing Group

Discover the true story of how in 1944, Coach John McLendon orchestrated a secret game
between the best players from a white college and his team from the North Carolina College of
Negroes. At a time of widespread segregation and rampant racism, this illegal gathering changed
the sport of basketball forever.

Muhammad Ali: The Greatest by Matt Doeden
Lerner Publishing Group
Muhammad Ali, born Cassius Marcellus Clay Jr., was known for his battles in the ring as well as his
achievements outside of it. An outspoken activist, he joined the Nation of Islam and followed
Malcolm X during the Civil Rights Movement. He refused to fight in the Vietnam War for a cause he
did not believe in, even though some saw him as a coward.

Ancient Greece and the Olympics 
by Mary Pope Osborne & Natalie Pope Boyce
Random House Children's Books

What did the ancient Greeks wear? What did they do for fun? Where were the very first Olympics
held? How are our modern Olympics similar to the ancient Olympics? Find out the answers to
these questions and more as Jack and Annie track the facts.

The World Cup: Soccer's Global Championship by Matt Doeden
Lerner Publishing Group
In 1930 the first soccer World Cup began in Uruguay with little fanfare. With world economies in the
grip of the Great Depression, only thirteen teams competed. In 2018 teams from thirty-two nations
will do battle in the World Cup tournament, and it promises to be the biggest event in sports history.
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